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Advanced Backcountry
Land Navigation
Tools & Techniques

Prerequisites
For Advanced Land Navigation

Familiar with Compass
• Basic operation

• Follow headings

• Find bearings

• Declination adjustment

• Map & field measurements

Familiar with Topographic Map
• Legend & symbols

• Terrain visualization

• Orient to earth

• Navigate with map & compass

Hiking Experience
• Trail/off trail

• Route Finding

Basic Map & Compass Training
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The Navigator’s Path
Training Outline

• Purpose and Safety

• Trip Planning

• Map Reading

• Scene Visualization

• Observation & Terrain Association

• Nature’s Clues & Expectations

• Time and Distance Scenario

• Route Selection

• Coordinate Systems

• UTM Exercise

• About GPS

• Field Exercise Man cannot discover new oceans unless he has the 
courage to lose sight of the shore. - Andre Gide

Warning

Applying newly learned navigation skills 

in wild forest or wilderness areas 

opens new opportunities for exciting 

and rewarding travel. It also presents 

the opportunity to overstep your skills, 

with dire consequences if you are 

unprepared. 

This presentation is intended as a 

techniques summary, and is not a 

comprehensive resource. If you want 

to learn backcountry land navigation in 

detail, practice the skills and test 

yourself in small incremental steps of 

difficulty. Better yet, look for someone 

who has the knowledge and skills to 

teach you in person, and…

Practice-Practice-Practice

Traveling alone in the backcountry is 

extremely risky.

Always tell someone 

where you are going.

Be Prepared
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Land Navigation as a Key Skill

• Knowledge of navigation 

techniques is a key skill for those 

who wish to travel in wild places. 

• Even if you are in a group, don't 

rely on others to navigate for you; 

what if the leader of your group is 

injured or taken ill? What if your 

guide exaggerated his/her 

abilities?

• Whether you are following 

established trails or venturing off 

the beaten track, you should be 

able to keep track of where you 

are and get home safely again.

Integrating Basic Land Navigation 
Tools and Techniques

What tools and techniques?
• Preplanning & Map Study

• Landscape Observation

• Checkpoint Aids

• Terrain/Map association

• Natural Clues

• Dead Reckoning

• Pace Counting

• Precision Compass

• Mapping Coordinates

• GPS (considered only after skilled in M&C)  

Advanced Land Navigation is most 
successful by employing a range of skills 

– many or all at the same time -

Each of these tools and techniques has its own 
subset of skills; they are rarely done in isolation  
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Plan a Backcountry Trip

Benefits of careful pre-trip route planning
• Crucial to pre-trip gear preparation

• Enhance hiking efficiency and safety

• Make major decisions when fresh

• Save miles of travel

• Save hours (or days) of time

• Prevent navigation mistakes and frustration

• Retain memory of landscape and terrain

• Find intermediate destinations of interest

• Ready selection of alternates

• Pre-plan emergency exit routes

• Provide a leave-behind-itinerary

• Stay found!

Advanced Map Reading
Observational Navigation and Terrain Association
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Map Reading
Navigate by Terrain Association

• Finding one’s position on a map in the 

usual sense, such as at the intersection of 

two or more compass bearings, is more a 

matter of compass technique than of map 

reading skills. . . BUT . . .  

• It is possible to locate your position on 

a map without a compass, by viewing 

land features and map association.

• Finding your location is a process of 

narrowing down the options until you can 

determine a point on a map. 

• By determining the lay of the land and 

finding prominent features, then relating 

them to your map, the narrowing-down 

process will not take long. 

Begin with an understanding of Contour Lines and 3-D Visualization…

Being able to visualize the shape of the landscape by 

looking at the contour lines of a map is a very useful 

skill that can be developed with practice. It will allow 

you to choose the best route for your journey. 

The heart of a topographic map is its overlay of 

contour lines, each line indicating a constant elevation 

as it follows the shape of the landscape. Contour lines 

that are close together represent steep slopes. If you 

know how to read a topo map you can look at your 

surroundings and compare them with our map. This is 

a good way to keep you oriented.

Visualizing in 3-D

Important Tip - Look for the “V” or the “U” shape:

Contour lines crossing a ridge or spur point downhill

Contour lines crossing a valley or stream point uphill 
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Terrain Features of Contour Lines
Visualizing in 3-D

1. Hill                 3. Ridge             5. Depression           7. Spur                 9. Cut

2. Valley            4. Saddle           6. Draw                      8. Cliff                  10. Fill

Terrain 

Landform 

Contours
Hill

Ridge

Cliff

Valley

Saddl
e

DepressionDraw

Spur
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Landscape Features
Make a Fist

SPURS – Running 

downslope from each hill 

along a ridge 

RIDGE – Series of connected 

hills, a linear mass

HILL

SADDLES

DRAWS – Running downslope

from each saddle

CLIFF – Sheet almost 

vertical in slope

VALLEY – If drained 

(hand spread)

DEPRESSION – Not drained 

(hand cupped slightly

Contour Interval & Terrain Resolution

Scan the 
landscape,
“read between 
the lines”
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Navigate by Terrain Association
How to Begin with Landmarks

• Landmarks can be anything that you 

recognize as being on the map. 

• Classically these are hill tops, but you can 

use a building, the abrupt edge of a ridge, 

the edge of an island, the bend in a trail, 

anything that you can recognize as being 

on the map and that you expect to see.

However….
“You can’t determine where you are unless you know where you are.”

From the trailhead (presumably a known location) to your present location, maintain 

best continuous knowledge of current location by using:

• Handrails

• Point Fixes

• Backstops and Catches

• Dead Reckoning

• Common Sense

Does all of what you 
observe make sense 
as a total picture?

Describe this scene in real life

• Begin with your immediate vicinity

• Expand to prominent features

• Then narrow your view to the 

intermediate terrain detail

• Interpret contours for gradient, for 

feature structure, and for shadow 

blockage of views hidden beyond

Validate and adjust assumed location….

Does it make sense?

Are you really standing here?

Visualize This Scene In 3-D

“The first two days, the country we met with was undulating 
with a gradual ascent to the west southwardly at the 

distance of twenty or thirty miles appeared a range of high 
mountains bearing east and west.” - William H. Ashley 
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Compare what the

Topo Map shows to 

the visible landscape 

features

Terrain Association Example
Visualizing in 3-D

Note the flat open area near the 

pond, the shape of the pond, and 

direction and abruptness of slopes

What does this 

scene look like 

when reduced 

to contour 

lines on a 2-D 

Topo Map?

Reducing a Scene to 2-D

We do not go to the green woods and crystal waters to 
rough it, we go to smooth it. We get it rough enough at 
home, in towns and cities. –NESSMUK (G.W. Sears)
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What a Topo map

and actual Land features show

Note gradient changes and curvature of 

contours, shape of the lake, island, and 

relative location of outlet ponds

Terrain Association Example

• The perspective view of 

landscape that is not 

directly underfoot is 

generated in your head

• A map view shows no 

perspective, it looks 

straight down from above 

at every location

Visualize Terrain in 3-D
Photo-Topo Comparison

Photo by Mark Kurtz
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Google Earth 3-D View

Navigate by Terrain Association
Think ahead Before and Afterleaving the trailhead…

• Where am I now – at trailhead or other 

current location on map?

• Can I find my destination goal and all 

intermediate checkpoints on the map?

• Which way am I headed (is a compass 

kept handy for rough direction check)?

• Does the compass make sense with the 

map and the beginning of the trail?

• Which way to the closest/easiest 

emergency exit (roads, trails, handrails)?

• Where is the sun, is there a steady wind 

blowing (WX, clouds, & direction)?

• What time is it now?

• What time do I currently expect to arrive 

(to be dynamically adjusted for actual 

conditions)?

More….

Always sign in at the trailheadAlways sign in at the trailhead

Continuously OBSERVE and interpret your surroundings; ask yourself this:  

He who learns but does not think, is lost! He who thinks 
but does not learn is in great danger. - Confucius
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Navigate by Terrain Association
Think ahead Before and Afterleaving the trailhead…

• Is the terrain flat, sloping, rocky, undulating, wet, 

changeable, or constant? Do I expect this?

• Are there changes to terrain features along the 

way (draws/ravines, ridges, slopes, turns in trail, 

etc.) - how far, what time expected at next 

checkpoints?

• What type of vegetation am I in now (hardwood, 

softwood, underbrush, open)?

• How far can I see, do I expected changes in 

density of vegetation, or undulating terrain?

• Do I glance behind myself often to get the 

reverse view, especially at 

checkpoints/turnpoints/intersections, or 

significant changes in terrain?

• What clues will tell me I’ve gone past my 

destination too far (backstop, catches)? 

“When you have worn out your shoes, the strength of the 
shoe leather has passed into the fiber of your body. I 

measure your health by the number of shoes and hats and 
clothes you have worn out.” -- Ralph Waldo Emerson

Continuously OBSERVE and interpret your surroundings; ask yourself this:  

Follow a Handrail
• A terrain feature parallel to the direction of movement

• Stream, swamp, road, trail, clearing, hill top ridge

• Guide to a destination or other useful terrain features

• Need not be in a straight line

• Requires only infrequent glances at compass to 

confirm direction – sun shadow is useful here

Backstop or Catch Feature
• Think - a handrail perpendicular to your course 

• A pre-determined backstop shouts out to you:     

“you’ve gone past your target destination!”

• Stream, swamp, road, trail, clearing, hill top ridge

• Change of slope, slight or major

• A runout or end of a handrail (contour change)

• Prominent feature along a handrail – spur, draw, bend

• Time of travel & Dead Reckoning 

Navigation by Terrain Association
Primary Aids
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Follow a Handrail
• A terrain feature parallel to the direction of movement

• Stream, swamp, road, trail, clearing, hill top ridge

• Guide to a destination or other useful terrain features

• Need not be in a straight line

• Requires only infrequent glances at compass to 

confirm direction – sun shadow is useful here

Backstop or Catch Feature
• Think - a handrail perpendicular to your course 

• A pre-determined backstop shouts out to you:       

“you’ve gone past your target destination!”

• Stream, swamp, road, trail, clearing, hill top ridge

• Change of slope, slight or major

• A runout or end of a handrail (contour change)

• Prominent feature along a handrail – spur, draw, bend

• Time of travel & Dead Reckoning 

Navigation by Terrain Association
Primary Aids

Backstop

stream 

junction & 

marsh

Destination

trail

crossing

Start

Handrails

stream &

contours

Point Fix

narrows & 

cliff

Dead Reckoning (DR)
• DR is navigation by keeping track of direction 

and time (or pace count)

• Always keep a running DR estimate

• May be rough or precise, depends on situation 

and availability of correcting fixes

• A DR estimate may be all you have in expanses 

of featureless or “confused” terrain

• Dynamic, continuously adjusted for conditions 

and changes to obstacles, stride, and terrain

• Speed based on experience

• Reset accumulated error with point fixes

• Pace count method (mind occupying)

Navigation by Terrain Association
Situational Awareness - Dead Reckoning

It's pretty far, but it doesn't 
seem like it. -Yogi Berra

“Reset” whenever you can 

based on known location
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Navigation by Terrain Association
Situational Awareness - Hiking Speed

Depends on:

• Your personal physical condition

• Time of day & rest (fresh or fatigued)

• Days spent hiking (fatigue)

• Starting pace (aggressive or moderate)

• Navigating skill & experience

• Pack weight

• Rest breaks (food?)

• Trail conditions (smooth or rough)

• Off trail conditions (blowdown?)

• Elevation change (flat, gradual, steep)

• Weather (hot, cold, rain, snow, wind)

• Other activities (bird watching)

• Got kids?

When will you reach your next checkpoint or destination?

Speed Calories/100lb/hr Factor

2 mph 45 1

3 mph 90 2

4 mph 160 3.55

Rule of thumb average speed 

Fresh, flat good trail:   3 mph (not all day)

Generally flat winding trail:  2 mph

Moderate woods trail, heavier pack: 1.5 mph

Bushwhack, mostly open woods:  ~ 1.25 mph

Bushwhack, a few obstacles:  < 1 mph

Bushwhack, dense brush:  .25 mph?

Elevation change, moderate: + 30 min/1000 ft

Elevation change, steep: + 1hr/1000 ft

Your mileage will vary!

“Reset” whenever you can based on known location

Distance by Pace Count
Situational Awareness - Hiking Distance

Walk the Line
• Set up measured courses of at least 100 feet (much more is better) in the various types of 

terrain you expect to travel.

• Count natural length paces (every left foot hit) over the distance, average over several trials.

• Calculate distance covered per 100 paces per terrain type.

• Try to get a "feel" for how to adjust pace-count for weaving back and forth on a route 

covered with trees, shrubs, and boulders, slopes, and for end of day fatigue.

• Use pace beads or pocket stones to keep count of every 100 paces.

Accuracy Factors with Pace Counting
• Distracts your concentration from observational nav & terrain following.

• Slope - Pace lengthens on a downslope, shortens on an upward grade.

• Wind - Head wind shortens the pace length and a tail wind increases it.

• Surface - Sand, gravel, mud, snow, ice, etc. will shorten the pace length.

• Precipitation - Snow, rain, or icing reduce pace length.

• Vegetation - Heavy brush considerably shortens pace.

• Obstacles - Frequently altering course shortens pace, increases distance traveled. 

• Clothing - Excess clothing and boots with poor traction shorten pace length.

• Visibility - Poor visibility, such as in fog, rain, or darkness, will shorten pace.

• Fatigue - Reduces pace length.
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Navigation by Terrain Association
The Finer Points of Nature’s Navigation Clues

The obvious clues:
A sharp ridgeline rises to a mountain peak or descends to a lake

The clues to think about:
• Did the terrain change its gradient, flat to slope or slope to flat?

• Fall line - did the terrain change slope direction left/right/ahead?

• Is the that last stream crossed flowing left or right of my course?

• When crossing a shallow ravine (draw) while following a contour - notice its “wiggle” shown on the map

• Low hills or bumps may not show up on the map (note contour interval), but contours traversing a slope 

always give away their location along undulating hillsides (drainage and spur contour wiggles)

• Bends in a stream or trail, especially if uniquely shaped, or one direction followed by another in series

• Sun shadow - except for around summer high noon, shadow direction changes little in 30 minutes

• Prevailing wind - notice the windblown shape and lean of pine tree tops on wind exposed ridges

• The breeze on your face & cloud movement - is it constant, is the weather changing, or does new terrain 

affect the surface wind direction & speed?

• Growing moss??

• ••• ??

Ask these questions: Does the observation fit the scene as I expected?
Does a change in observation tell me anything?

“In every walk with nature one receives 
far more than he seeks.” - John Muir

Understand the meaning of each observed change

Navigation by Terrain Association
The Finer Points of Nature’s Navigation Clues

Changeis the navigator’s friend - Look for natural things that change, they mark your way.

• Don’t ignore changes as you travel - Explain every change in terrain or physical feature (Is my 

shadow where I expect it, did the wind change, or did I turn along a contour? What does the 

new slope mean? Why did that change occur?).

• Beaver dams, ponds, and meadows come and go over time (check the map revision date).

• Roads, trails and manmade structures are built and fade away.

• But…. Mountains almost never move - don’t ignore a misplaced or missing major landform!

Rationally explain every new terrain and natural object and every change you observe.

If any do not make sense, stop to figure out why (especially those moving mountains).

Each observation must fit the scene, alone and together with all other clues.

You are allowed one navigation mistake to correct-but compounding mistakes gets you lost!

Great Expectations:Look for and expect changes as you move, 
new and upcoming natural changes will help to guide you

Ask these questions: Does the observation fit the scene as I expected?
Does a change in observation tell me anything new?

“If you do not expect the unexpected you will not find it, for it 

is not to be reached by search or trail.” - Heraclitus
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Navigation by Terrain Association
Situational Awareness - About Time and Distance

1
2

3A Travel Scenario

What Really Happened?

Hiker Bill heads easterly on the 

south side of Black Creek (a 

handrail) from the road to a 

navigation checkpoint at Pond 

#3, a measured distance of 2.5 

km, expecting 50 minutes.

• Starting out traveling light, Bill thinks he can walk this terrain at about 1.8 mph = 3.0 kph.

• Time estimate to Pond #3 is 2.5km/3 = about 50 minutes elapsed travel time.

• Bill reaches the end of Pond #1 (0.3 km), right on time in about 6 minutes (0.3/3 = 0.1hr)

• Tougher going than expected, Bill hits the end of Pond #2 (1.0 km) at 30 min (vs. 20 min).

• Still a hard bushwhack, Bill is pleasantly surprised to reach Pond #3 water at 55 minutes.

• Now at the west end of Pond #3, he can turn SE to his next destination at Pond #4.

4

Then an easy bushwhack from the western end of Pond #3, turning SE to next reach Pond #4.

“A person who never made a mistake never tried anything new.” - Albert Einstein

Navigation by Terrain Association
Situational Awareness - About Time and Distance

1
2

A Travel Scenario

• Bill made a common error. He did not adjust his time estimate for actual conditions.

• At Pond #2, he had slowed to an average speed of 2 kph, 2/3 of his planned speed.

• Even if he could maintain this average, he would not reach Pond #3 for 1.5/2 = 45 min.

• Assuming travel got no easier or worse, new estimate to Pond #3 is 75 minutes total.

• Bill actually encountered a new unmapped Beaver Pond #2a, ¾ km short of Pond #3.

• Unless he can rapidly discover this one mistake, he will soon become confused.

• If not caught, additional compounding mistakes will likely follow.  Call for SAR?

2a

What Really Happened…

?

Hiker Bill heads easterly on the 

south side of Black Creek (a 

handrail) from the road to a 

navigation checkpoint at Pond 

#3, a calculated distance of 2.5 

km, expecting 50 minutes.

Then an easy bushwhack from the western end of Pond #3, turning SE to next reach Pond #4.

3

4
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Navigation by Terrain Association
Situational Awareness - About Time and Distance

?

Possible 

new or 

Expanded 

Beaver 

Pond

Where is Bill?  How does he recover? What did he learn?

More mistakes are made in orienteering by wrongly estimating distance than from any other reason  

Route Finding & Selection
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Route Finding & Selection
First rule for Route Finding:

There are multiple paths between 2 points

First rule for Route Selection: 

Each path offers something different!

Plan a route that: 

• Considers both intermediate & final goals

• Is reasonable to follow

• Is rewarding to hike

• Has interesting components

• Is safe to travel and return

• Considers physical abilities and skills
…Note that “easy” is not necessarily a requirement

Choose a destination:

• Study the map for pathways & alternates

• Choose intermediate checkpoints

• Calculate distance and time

• Then “walk the route in your mind’s eye”

Contouring
Deciding to go Over or Around

• The straight-line-shortest-distance 

is often not the best choice

• Consider following a path parallel 

to contour lines

• Navigate by direction of changing  

fall line & curvature of contours; 

use compass to confirm direction

• Backup with visible terrain features 

& contour gradient 

• Plan ahead - look for changing 

direction of fall line - expectations

• Cross contours where less steep

• Steep slope may make contouring 

difficult

• Consider damage and erosion to 

fragile slopes
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X

XRoute Selection
Exercise

Select 3 possible routes from 

Grass Pond to Indian Mountain

• Identify handrails, backstops, 

catches, and intermediate 

checkpoints.

• Describe observations of terrain 

and navigation clue expectations on 

each leg.

• Estimate distance and timing for 

each leg & significant checkpoint.

Route Selection
Exercise

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Select 3 possible routes from 

Grass Pond to Indian Mountain

• Identify handrails, backstops, 

catches, and intermediate 

checkpoints.

• Describe observations of terrain 

and navigation clue expectations on 

each leg.

• Estimate distance and timing for 

each leg & significant checkpoint.

“Focus on the journey, not the destination. Joy is found not 
in finishing an activity but in doing it.”- Greg Anderson 

X

X
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Accuracy Control
Aiming Off

YOU END UP 

HERE

A hiker’s path isn’t straight, small detours are made 

in following a general bearing – like around a big log 

in the way, a boulder, or avoiding a small water 

pond, etc. – since the land has so many irregularities.  

The idea is to be conscious of the detours, keep 

them short, and try to zig as often as you zag.  If you 

must make a sizeable detour, you are better off 

plotting a new travel bearing.

Where do you want to go and
Where are you actually going ?

If you drift off your bearing, even slightly, you could 

miss the trailhead and wind up lost in the forest. By 

“Aiming Off” you could deliberately choose to take a 

bearing that will intersect the road, then walk a 

known direction to the trailhead and your car.

Accuracy Control
Navigating around Obstacles

YOU END UP 

HERE

• Set a new bearing 90 degrees from your 

original heading and walk that until you 

have cleared the obstacle along that axis. 

• While walking, maintain timing or a count 

of paces to note the distance traveled.

• Go back onto your original bearing 

parallel to your original course, until you 

clear the obstacle along that axis.

• Set a cross bearing 90 degrees back to 

your original course line and walk for the 

same time or number of paces.

• Now turn back to your original bearing. 

• You will be back along your original 

course of travel.

When you reach an obstacle that you cannot see around, one method for 
maintaining your course is to hike a rectangle around the object. 
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Geographic Coordinate System

• Based on a curved spherical surface.

• Parallels of Latitude, equally spaced everywhere.

• Converging Meridians of Longitude defined by 

True North everywhere.

• USGS Topographic Map edges/corners  are 

marked with lat/long.

• Degrees/minutes/seconds based.

• Trigonometric math distance relationships.

• Cumbersome to use even with practice.

Map Coordinate Systems

SW corner of 

topo map

Map Coordinate Systems

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
• Devised by the military as the best way to draw the earth, which 

is round, on a flat piece of paper.

• Defines perfectly square grids within 6 degree longitudinal zones, 

with extremely small distortion.

• Allows precise measurements to within 1 meter within the zone.

What are those numbers?
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Grid North - Magnetic Declination

• Grid North is coincident with True North

only at the center line of each UTM 

Zone, known as the Central Meridian (for 

NY State, the nearest CM is at 75 

degrees west longitude).

• Since Zones are 6 longitudinal degrees 

wide, at Zone edges the difference 

between grid north and true north can 

be up to three degrees (max only in 

higher latitudes).

• If compass directions are referenced to 

the UTM grid lines on the map, include 

the MN to GN as the total declination 

angle when making compass bearing 

declination adjustments and measuring 

from the map.

UTM Coordinate System

What are those numbers?What are those numbers?

From the 

Zone Origin
From the 

Equator

500,000m

False

Origin

~600K at equator

Zone            Easting coordinate               Northing coordinate
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Understanding UTM Coordinates

145        000mE 15 165        000mE 5        000mEZone18T NAD27

Easting refers to the eastward measured 

distance in meters from the UTM zone origin. 

Easting always appears as the first set of 

numbers in a coordinate pair, may be preceded 

by the zone number.

Northing refers to the northward measured 

distance in meters from the equator.

Geodetic Datum refers to the particular 

spherical earth model used to calculate the 

coordinates. There are dozens of datum 

models, but NAD27, NAD83, and WGS84 are 

the most common in the U.S.

Each Grid Square is 1000m x 1000m (1 sq km).  

The Approximate UTM coordinates 

for the summit of Indian Mountain:

18T 5 15 000mE (Easting)

48 86 000mN (Northing)

NAD27 (Datum)
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Understanding UTM Coordinates
A Short Exercise

145        000mE 15 165        000mE 5        000mEZone18T NAD27

Find the coordinates for Fishpole Pond 

at its outlet brook…

Easting:

Northing:

Remember…. “over and up”

Easting first, left toward right;

Northing next, bottom toward top
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Understanding UTM Coordinates

145        000mE 15 16
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Find the coordinates for Fishpole Pond 

at its outlet brook…

Easting:

Northing:

18T 5 16 203mE

48 84 260mN

Stream junction between Fishpole

Pond and Grass Pond

Practice a few others…

It gets easy with a little experience…

A man who carries a cat by the tail learns something 
he can learn in no other way. - Mark Twain

What is at coordinate:

18T 5 15 757mE

48 83 200mN

Measuring UTM Coordinates
Grid Scale and Protractor

Useful for standard scale original maps 

or printed copies in the original scale

“I have never been lost, but I will admit to being 
confused for several weeks.” – Daniel Boone
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Measuring UTM Coordinates
Using a Map not Printed to Scale - Estimate by eye method

For a map not 
printed to scale

• Find the UTM 

coordinate location of 

the stream intersection

• For many purposes it 

can be estimated by eye

• Mentally divide the grid 

square into 10 divisions 

in easting and northing

• Estimate the 

coordinates to tenths or 

hundredths (ignore the last 

thousandths digit, call it zero) 
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Measuring UTM Coordinates
Using a Map Not Printed to Scale – Use a Ruler

For a map not 
printed to scale

• Place a metric ruler 

between edges of a grid 

square at an angle such 

that it spans 10 units of 

Easting

• Slide the ruler to the 

object to be measured

• Read the Easting value 

on the ruler
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For a map not 
printed to scale

• Place a metric ruler 

between edges of a grid 

square at an angle such 

that it spans 10 units of 

Northing

• Slide the ruler to the 

object to be measured

• Read the Northing value 

on the ruler

• 18 T 5 15 760mE

Measuring UTM Coordinates
Using a Map Not Printed to Scale – Use a Ruler
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• 48 83 200mN

Assignment: Park along the road, 

proceed to Type III search Block K.

Problem: Determine GPS boundary points
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Assignment: Park along the road, 

proceed to Type III search Block K.

Problem: Determine GPS boundary points

Assignment: Park along the road, 

proceed to Type III search Block K.

Problem: Determine GPS boundary points

KNW

18T 475820mE

4762435

KSW

18T 475965mE

4762222

KNE

18T 476210mE

4762480

KSE

18T 476252mE

4762262
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Assignment: Park along the road, 

proceed to Type III search Block K.

Problem: Determine GPS boundary points

About the Global Positioning System

GPS, an electronic device, is never a replacement for basic backcountry navigation 

methods and skills. While you are learning M&C, the more you can resist relying 

on a GPS to bail you out of temporary confusion, the better and more quickly you 

will master traditional navigation techniques free from external electronic signals. 

The most important navigation tool is in your head. Anything else, including map 

or compass, is just a tool. Entering a remote backcountry wilderness with a GPS 

receiver as the only navigation means, without also understanding basic map and 

compass navigation methods, is flatly unwise and insanely unsafe.

The GPS is a handy tool, but keep in mind it 

is worthless without practiced knowledge 

and pre-thought on how to use it as a tool 

with map and compass, 

and…. batteries

"Experience is a hard teacher because she gives 

the test first, the lesson afterward.” - Vernon Law Play video
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Developing the Skill
Practice, Practice, Practice

• The ability to travel safely, confidently, and 

independently in wild and remote outdoor places 

requires practiced skills with knowledge of your 

surroundings, your tools, and yourself. 

• The art and science of precision land navigation is 

not difficult if taken one step at a time, anyone can 

master it but field practice is necessary to build 

confidence and skill. 

• Details of teaching advanced methods and 

techniques may vary but the philosophy is the same 

– observe the surrounding environment, use a few 

simple tools, let your mind process information and 

work with nature’s available clues to find your way 

in the woods. 

Not all who wander are lost. - J.R.R. Tolkien

Any Questions?
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Don’t Get

Outdoor Advanced Navigation Training ExerciseOutdoor Advanced Navigation Training Exercise

Is Highly Location Dependent...
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Field Exercise 
Preparation

Field Exercise 
Preparation

Course 2
Advanced Backcountry 

Land Navigation
Tools & Techniques

Course 2
Advanced Backcountry 

Land Navigation
Tools & Techniques
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Fern Park Trail System
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GPS Coordinates on Next Slide!

Fern Park Waypoints
(NAD27)

• FlatHook 18T 515829mE 4843576mN

• Creekjct 18T 515737mE 4843474mN

• SplitRockS 18T 515839mE 4843423mN

• SplitRockN 18T 515705mE 4843521mN

• Bridge 18T 515891mE 4843222mN

• CrestTopN 18T 516040mE 4843448mN

• Parking 18T 516282mE 4843638mN

• NLoop 18T 515853mE 4843691mN


